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LEADING THE CROWD
As the world starts to transition to the new “normal” in a Covid-19
environment – organizations are challenged to pivot health and safety
measures which will keep their employees, students, customers and
tenants as safe as possible in helping to prevent further spread of the
virus.
Organizations are going beyond government requirements and
establishing their own COVID-19 management plans, to ensure
employee and consumer safety and security.
ThermalPass plays an important frontline role in any Covid-19
management strategy because of its ability to provide rapid, high
volume fever detection. This helpS create safer environments in the
minds of their students, employees, customers and residents.
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ThermalPass 100 Series

ThermalPass 200 Series

MSRP: US$6,900
30% Deposit Required

MSRP: US$7,300
30% Deposit Required

Made in Canada

KEEPING CUSTOMERS, EMPLOYEES AND TENANTS SAFER
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ABOUT THERMALPASS
Fever is the most common symptom experienced by individuals who have contracted
the COVID-19 virus.
The ThermalPass Fever Detection system identifies potential at risk carriers by
employing multiple medical-grade infrared sensors to detect elevated body
temperatures accurately, efficiently and discretely.
ThermalPass does not use cameras, ensuring privacy and anonymity.

Typically, the forehead between
the eyes and hairline is the most
accurate exposed area, however
ThermalPass’ medical grade
sensors will read the highest
temperature reading on the body,
no matter it is located.
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HOW IT WORKS
Individuals proceed at a normal walking pace –
limiting lineup wait times and crowding

3a. If a high temperature reading is
detected a small hidden light /
optional sound will notify staff
to enact safety protocols

1. Approach at a normal pace – no need
to slowdown or wait for a reading
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2. ThermalPass infrared sensors
take multiple readings

FEATURES
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FEATURES
•
•
•
•
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Capacity of up to 60 people per minute
Configurable audible and visual alerts
No need to remove garments
Accommodates wheelchairs, strollers & groups of 2 (parent & child)

FEATURES
Modern Design & Solid Construction
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•

Unimposing to discretely blend into its environment

•

Flush mounted sensors to avoid damage

•

Weatherproof

•

Easy to assemble and disassemble

•

Includes a Lithium Ion rechargeable battery pack for
40 – 45 hours of portable operation

•

3-year warranty

SPECIFICATIONS
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ENTERPRISE INTEGRATION OPPORTUNITIES
ThermalPass has been designed from inception to integrate into a multitude of new or pre-existing enterprise solutions:
• Secure network integration
Our platform can easily integrate into an organization’s Wi-Fi and ethernet communications networks
• Access control & security systems
We use industry standard APIs and web-relay protocols to simplify the integration process into existing access control
systems, including video surveillance, RFID keypads and turnstiles
• Managed & centralized services

Manage multiple entry/exit points from a command center, lowering operating costs
• Real-time analytics
As your customers, associates and suppliers enter/exit your facilities, receive fully anonymized temperature alerts and
reading so that our data can integrate into new or existing platforms (Example: a person enters into a building, we know
their temperature, time of arrival, and by pairing with access control solutions, can identify the person and either allow or
deny their entry into the building).
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MARKET OVERVIEW
Traditionally thermal scanning technology was used in the medical, industrial and military industries, however due to the global
threat posed by COVID-19, this technology has found new use as one of the frontline solutions to detect fevers.
According to:

• Yole Développement, the Covid-19 virus has triggered a boom in the market for thermal technologies. Based on industry
indicators, thermal imagers will be a $7.6 billion market, up 76% from 2019. Pre-Covid, Yole forecasted a $4.5 billion market, 8%
growth year-over-year
Yole said it expects that more than 1.5 million fever detection devices will be deployed over the next four years
To perpetuate thermal imagers, some weaknesses need to be addressed. The temperature accuracy is one of these, as thermal
imagers detect temperature with a ±2 to 5°C accuracy.
“Technically, in the thermal imaging industry, for applications such as thermography or public surveillance, we did not
need very good accuracy, but for fever detection, “you need to be around or below ±0.5°C, and ideally 0.1°C” to avoid letting
feverish people through".
• Reportlinker, the Global Thermal Scanners Market size is expected to reach $6.7 billion by 2025, rising at a market growth of
10.3% CAGR (2020 – 2025)
• Dahua & HIKVision are ThermalPass’ largest Chinese competitors. The US GSA has told contractors to remove Dahua &
HIKVision equipment “immediately” as they and other Chinese manufacturers are on the US Entity List, and if this is not done by
August 13, 2021, will result in the contractors themselves being blacklisting from US Government contracts
ThermalPass is accurate to 0.2oC and engineered in the United States and manufactured in Canada
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KEY COMPETITORS
Thermal
Anxia
Pass
Company
Hikvision Group
Country of Origin
Canada
China
China
On The US Entity List
√
√
Product can be used for facial recognition
√
√
MSRP (USD)
$ 7,000 $ 8,400
AI Enabled
√
How is the device used
Door Access
√
√
√
Using a Tripod/Floor Mounted
Wall/Desk mounted
√
√
Detection Equipment Used
Medical-grade Thermometer Sensors
√
Infrared Thermometer Camera
√
√
Thermal device sensitivity
± 0,2°C
± 0,5°C
± 0,3°C
Number of people scanned per minute
60
up to 30 up to 30
Seconds to read temperature
100ms
300ms
Maximum Distance away from subject
2m
3m
≤0.5m
Ease of Installation/Maintenance
Very Low Medium Medium
Can be battery operated
√
Waterproof Design
√
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Dahua
FLIR
Techn. Omnisense Qingdoa Systems Optotherm Thermoteknix
China
China
China
US
US
UK
√
√
√
√
√
√
$ 13,400 $ 20,000 $ 8,240 $ 15,250 $ 10,000 $
20,000
√
√
√

√
± 0,3°C
up to 30
1
3m
Medium

√
√

√
± 0,2°C

Medium

√
± 0,3°C

√
√

√

√
± 2°C
1

√
± 0,3°C
1000/hour

Medium Medium
√

√

2 - 100m
High

√
± 0,2°C

High

KEY SELLING FEATURES
1. ThermalPass does not violate social distancing
Most thermal cameras solutions require the user to be within 30-cm from the camera. ThermalPass is a touchless system

2. ThermalPass does not violate one’s privacy
Unlike most thermal camera competitors, ThermalPass does not capture the end users’ identity, it only captures the
number of people passing through, time, temperature and device information.
3. ThermalPass Pricing Advantage
Leading competitor average price is $13,600 vs. $7,300 for ThermalPass
4. Free Flow of Traffic
ThermalPass does not impede in the free flow of traffic, unlike kiosk or most wall-mounted based solutions. ThermalPass
keeps people moving and avoiding long lines and wait times.
5. Readings per second
Each of ThermalPass’ 20 medical grade temperature sensors capture 20 readings per second, providing a total of 400
temperature readings per second, making the device the most accurate (0.2oC vs. industry average 0.5oC)
5. Ease of Use & Maintenance
Unlike ThermalPass, thermal camera solutions require extensive calibration and are sensitive to ambient light and
temperature. ThermalPass comes with Over-the-Air software updates & reporting function, and is factory calibrated.
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6. Enterprise Integration
ThermalPass uses industry standard APIs and web-relay protocols to simplify access control and security integration –
from video surveillance, RFID keypads through to turnstiles

THERMALPASS USER INTERFACE
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THERMALPASS USER INTERFACE
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THERMALPASS USER INTERFACE
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THERMALPASS USER INTERFACE
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For more information please contact:

Jason Elmaleh, CEO
Jason@thermalpass.com
416 484-8707

